This is the ninth newsletter of the project. The aim of the newsletter is to keep stakeholders informed about the progress and the outcomes of the project. This letter covers the period June to July 2013. This newsletter is published in English, Italian and Polish language.

ELEVET First Progress Report
A good information for all ELEVET Partners! The EACEA Agency in Brussels has approved our First ELEVET Progress Report. We have also received the second pre-financial instalment.

Conference on transfer of learning achievements “Transferring Learning Achievements in Poland and Europe”
Organizer: Educational Research Institute
25 June 2013 Warsaw/Poland – Hotel Marriott
The representatives of the SEP: Mrs Anna Dzieciol - SEP Foreign Relations / LLP Project ELEVET Secretary and Mr. Henryk Gladys – Office of Studies and Analysis SEP / LLP Project ELEVET Expert took part in the conference “Transferring Learning Achievements in Poland and Europe”, organized by the Institute for Educational Research. During the conference the experts from the Educational Research Institute presented topics including the determinants for introduction of the ECVET system in Poland. The guest speaker was Mr. Peter Wilson, a specialist from NIACE (the National Institute of Adult Continuing Education) in the UK.

Topics covered at the conference included:
- progress on implementing the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) in Poland in comparison with other countries;
- the means of defining learning outcomes in the ECTS system in higher education;

Information about ELEVET nearest meetings
1. Regular Monitoring Committee Meeting and extraordinary (agreed during our meeting in the EACEA Agency in April 2013) Steering Committee Meeting on 2-3 September 2013, in Rome – Italy

2. Workshop for Exploitation will be organized by SEP and PIGE on 18th September 2013, during the 26th Bielsko-Biala International Power Industry Fair - ENERGETAB 2013 - the largest Polish trade fair of modern appliances, apparatus and technologies for electrical engineering and power industry in Poland.

3. EFVET Annual International Conference with the ELEVET round table for dissemination of the project results on 23 -26 October 2013, in Athens, Greece.

You can subscribe at the newsletter at the project website: www.elevet.sep.com.pl
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